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Schreuder, a history of space is a collection of artworks made by me during 2022 and part of 2023, at 

about the end of covid. A  time for me to think about what inspired me over the years. One of these 

thoughts went to my early youth; the sixties an era full of change in music, art, life, and also the Space 

programs of Russia and the USA. As a child, I followed the Apollo broadcasts in black and white tv 

shows. It was also the talk in ground school, among boxing of Cassius Clay ( still the name for us at the 

time). One of my first pieces of art, a paper, glue, and scissors piece of 15 x 20 cm was still in my 

mother’s possession, she gave it to me and made me remember these times. A picture is included in 

this book. 

All these experiences are still somewhere in my mind, hidden in corners that open at random or 

subconsciously steer my thoughts and inspiration. Looking at that old paper piece of art you notice the 

same colors I still use today. Even the use of abstract forms is already in place. I also remember the 

cartoons we used to watch; The Jetsons, Flintstones, and also the puppet series: The thunderbirds.

The works in this book represent as usual parts of my daily life. I hope you can enjoy them as much as 

me making them.



Content:

1) Paper, glue scissors                                                 25)Fastfood

2) Child in time                                                              26)Dukdalf

3) White light                                                                 27) If a picture paints

4) Planet  earth is blue                                                28)Goodbye yellow brick road

5) Recovering the satellites                                       29) No parking zone

6) So here it is, merry Christmas                             30) Red berry tree in Renesse

7) Sailing home                                                             31) Mimosa

8) Paradise City                                                             32) Midnight oil

9) Tin can                                                                        33)Dresden

10) Seeds of the sunflowers                                        34)Dortmund

11) Josephine                                                                   35)Duisburg

12) Justice                                                                         36)Berlin

13) Jumpin Jack                                                               37) Banzai

14) Harry’s Theme                                                         38) Hello

15) Road Trippin’                                                           39) Hello again

16) Sante                                                                           40)Hello!

17) The Gathering                                                          41)A better way to enjoy van Gogh

18) Rendez vous                                                             42) De potten van Hak

19) Alors un danse                                                         43) More than this

20) Formidable                                                               44) L’Enfer

21) Roux

22) Noodles

23) One drop

24) Vla





 

No title,  paper glue scissors   15 x 20 cm around 1965


